Review A

Read the passage carefully. Circle the eight incorrect words and write the
correct words above them.

At the end of World War II, the world realised the horrors of fighting a war.
An international organisation, the United Nations, was formed on the hopeful
that it would prevent another war. The organisation could intervene in times
of conflict, facilitate economy development and promote international law or
security. Countries would have to abide with international laws or forgo trade
with other countries. These trade sanctions, by themselves, would be one peace
yet firm way of ensuring that countries would not threaten international security.
In extreme situations, they would not receive international aid should there be
prolonged hostile. The organisation assumed that the people’s livelihood would
be the most important for any govern, hence sanctions would be detrimental to
the nation as a hole. Countries would then try to cooperate with the organisation.
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Answers to

Review A

At the end of World War II, the world realised the horrors of fighting a war.
in
hope
An international organisation, the United Nations, was formed on the hopeful
that it would prevent another war. The organisation could intervene in times
economic
of conflict, facilitate economy development and promote international law or
by
security. Countries would have to abide with international laws or forgo trade
peaceful
with other countries. These trade sanctions, by themselves, would be one peace
yet firm way of ensuring that countries would not threaten international security.
In extreme situations, they would not receive international aid should there be
hostility
prolonged hostile. The organisation assumed that the people’s livelihood would
government
be the most important for any govern, hence sanctions would be detrimental to
whole
the nation as a hole. Countries would then try to cooperate with the organisation.
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